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INDUSTRIES

Insurance & Risk Management
Insurers require counsel who have the knowledge, experience and resources to deliver timely, thoughtful guidance and robust 

advocacy in a wide range of matters. The attorneys who serve the insurance industry need to understand insurers’ unique 

business needs as well as the constantly changing legal and regulatory landscape in which they conduct that business.

For nearly a quarter of a century, the attorneys at Traub Lieberman have distinguished themselves among insurers, agents, 

brokers, claim managers, third-party administrators and underwriters for the comprehensive, insightful representation they 

provide and the efficiency and responsiveness with which they provide it.

Our insurance and risk management practice group is comprised of lawyers whose diverse set of skills and talents facilitates 

the protection and advancement of our clients’ interests. Whether regulatory, compliance, program design or litigation, Traub 

Lieberman’s acumen and experience serving the insurance industry are unmatched.

When complex coverage disputes, bad faith claims or other contested matters arise, our coverage lawyers stand ready to 

quickly identify the issues, offer clear and informed opinions, and develop strategies designed to obtain the most favorable 

result. By taking the time to understand each client’s operational and legal needs, we can rapidly respond to claims and 

disputes as they arise while simultaneously implementing creative and cost-effective solutions to minimize risk and liability.

We defend primary and excess carriers in all lines of property and casualty business written in the U.S., London, Bermuda and 

Asian markets, including:

Professional liability

Cybersecurity

Products liability

Mass torts

Pharmaceuticals

Environmental and toxic torts

Labor and employment

Construction defects

Transportation and trucking

Workplace accidents

Commercial disputes

First-party property

General liability

Auto

Personal injury
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Our attorneys also develop and advise on new policy wording and provide risk management services to insurers and their 

insureds worldwide. As a result of Traub Lieberman’s deep understanding of complex coverage disputes and regulatory 

issues, we are well positioned to help our clients develop insurance policy language that sells well in the marketplace while 

meeting our clients’ specific needs. We also review and offer counsel on reinsurance agreements and contracts involving 

excess loss, general underwriter agreements, intermediary agreements, life reinsurance, workers’ compensation, and 

occupational accident reinsurance. 

As recognized industry leaders in program management, due diligence audits, reserve and IBNR reviews and extra-

contractual risk avoidance, we pride ourselves on our excellent work product, our courtroom successes, our highly 

personalized service and the depth of our knowledge and expertise in dealing with sophisticated legal issues involving all 

product lines.


